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Conf Industries transports its data on a safe IT
solution, forgets about downtimes and ensures
Disaster Recovery

Overview
Company: Conf Industries
Location: Italy

The Challenge

- consolidate IT
- improve CAD workflow
- achieve Disaster
Recovery

The Solution

- IT consolidation on a
single Syneto solution
- Increased performance
for resource-intensive
applications
- fast and reliable Disaster
Recovery

Customer Proﬁle

Conf Industries is one of the leading manufacturers of
warehouse transport systems and aluminum alloy, steel and
plastic storage carts. The story of Conf Industries began in
1961 when the company opened its ﬁrst headquarters in
Travagliato, Brescia, Italy.

The Challenge

Conf Industries designs all their products in a CAD 3d
environment prior to production. A Product Data Management
for CAD system is used to centralize all the aspect of the design
process and manage different CAD project pieces. The
company was facing interruptions and delays to the poor
integration between the different parts of their infrastructure.
Conf Industries needed to consolidate their IT infrastructure,
and solve their performance issues in order to improve their
CAD workflow and overall work processes.
With data stored on independent servers and workstations,
comprehensive backup operations should ensure an adequate
level of data safety with no added complexity and costs.

The Solution

To eliminate any system instabilities, crashes
and delays, Conf Industries acquired a
Syneto solution.
In order to achieve true Disaster Recovery, a
second Syneto unit was chosen as a backup
unit, to receive backups and ensure Disaster
Recovery. All of the company’s data is now
safely backed up, through automatic
backups, on both the main unit and the
secondary one. Should a disaster occur, the
company can recover fast and with

minimum damage.
Company-wide data access speeds have
been greatly increased through the operation
of IT consolidation.
The VMware integration feature of Syneto
was used to virtualize existing servers on the
new IT infrastructure. This virtualisation
brings some great advantages, chief among
them being increased data access speeds
(including for PDM software) and greater
redundancy.

“The solution from Antedata, powered by Syneto technology, has allowed us to gain a
new level of integration between CAD 3d development, Sales and Marketing. We are
very pleased!”
- Flavio Ventura - owner, Conf Industries

IT Consolidation

Increased performance

with an infrastructure that is easy to manage
and provides virtualisation.

for all applications, including the company’s
vital PDM.

Reliable Disaster Recovery
All data can be recovered within minutes in
case of a downtime incident.
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Syneto creates technologies which Simplify,
Accelerate and Protect IT operations. We take the
latest, cutting-edge enterprise IT technologies and
combine them with an incredible level of management
simplicity and operational agility to deliver
uncompromising simplicity, speed and security. A
demonstration of how smart IT can be.
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